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INDE.Awards Winners 2019
By Store, Spacemen

Jewel Changi Airport, Safdie Architects and RSP
Tsingpu Yangzhou Retreat, Neri&Hu

Mindmapping Milan
Consuming Encounters
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LTW Designworks discusses the need for creating a genuine sense of place, the complexities of incorporating 
sustainability into hotel design, and evolving expectations in the hospitality environment.

Opposite: Lim Hong Lian is the Founder and Principal Partner of LTW Designworks. Teo Su Seam is Partner. The two have worked together since 1994. Pages 90-91: The lobby of the  
Grand Hyatt Xi’an is a bold and soaring space referencing the history, cultural identity and geography of the Xi’an region, which is tied to the Silk Road. Photo by Seth Powers.

Forms Of Identity
Words Luo Jingmei   Portrait Photography Johnston Lim/Studio Periphery   Project Photography Various (courtesy of LTW Designworks)

The reception area of LTW Designworks’ studio in Singapore’s 
Kallang area is nothing like the nondescript industrial building 
it is located in. Past the door, I am embraced by a lofty timber 
shell accented with ivory wallpaper, silvery grey swirls of marble 
underfoot and elegantly framed wall paintings. A library shelf piques 
my interest with titles spanning the architecture masters, Chinese 
landscaping and history. 

This could very well be the lobby of a finely designed hotel. And 
it’s no surprise considering the interior design firm’s reputation 
for creating memorable hotel interiors anchored by individualistic 
spatial narratives, rich textures and bespoke detailing. This focus 
on craft and storytelling is reflected in the firm’s name. The ‘works’ 
in Designworks points to the laborious process of designing and 
delivering meaningful hospitality experiences. 

“It’s not just inspiration. A lot of hard works goes into achieving 
[exceptional] hotels,” says Lim Hong Lian, the firm’s Founder and 
Principal Partner. He should know, having designed more than 100 
hotels, many of them with Partner Teo Su Seam. After so many years, 
the duo’s passions have not waned. “I think hospitality design gives 
us the broad spectrum of doing a lot of things rather than being 
pigeonholed into [one genre]; designing guest rooms is like designing 
homes, and designing hotel meeting rooms is similar to designing 
offices, so there’s a bit of everything,” Teo elaborates.  

The partners have palpable chemistry. The interview is 
characterised by friendly jibes and natural cross banter, as well as 
mutual respect. Evidently, they are not only colleagues but also close 
friends whose combined leadership has grown the firm to 100 people 
across offices in Singapore, Shanghai and Beijing. Their industry 
experience is considerable, both having designed hotels for various 
firms since graduation (Lim from London’s Hammersmith College of 
Art & Building and Teo from the Rhode Island School of Design in the 
United States). 

Having had a decade’s worth of management experience, Lim 
established his eponymous firm in 1991, which Teo joined as a 
designer in 1994. Teo rose to become Partner and the firm was 
incorporated as LTW Designworks in 2001 (a third partner has since 
departed). Many of their clients are five-star international brands 
that in the past have been known for a formula of elegant but safe 
interiors. But LTW challenges that. There is no notion of sameness 
for the firm when it comes to design. 

“If guests enter a hotel and it doesn’t feel like they’re in [that 
location], haven’t you short changed them?” Lim comments on the 
dearth of authenticity. Having a signature style is the least of the 
firm’s concerns. “[Our work] is not self-glorifying. It’s not my project; 
we design for the hotel guests,” he asserts. It is important to establish 
identities unique to each hotel, location and brand DNA. Even for the 
same operator, there should be different experiences. What binds 
them is an acute sense of modernity and luxury, and a strong story.   

For instance, in the Grand Hyatt Changsha, an undulating ivory 
and crimson lobby feature abstracts the majestic crimson mountains 
and flora along Changsha’s Xiang River. In the Grand Hyatt Xi’an, 
the generous use of copper calls to mind the desert colours of the Silk 
Road at sunset, when the sand becomes a copper sea. There is poetry 
and depth in such spatial storytelling that leaves a lasting impression 
on guests. 

The firm is particularly active in China as a result of Lim’s father’s 
hospitality quests into the country in the 1980s. His competent 
understanding of this complex market’s practices is an asset, as are 
his good grounding in Chinese culture and language proficiency. He 
shares how the days of blinkered clients who pandered to the view 
that Western design is superior are gone. “They see the value in their 
own identity. They want that now,” he says. 

This mindset correlates with the growing desire for authenticity 
in the digital milieu. Hotels now race to brand their establishments 
more strategically. Some take the eco-tourism slant; others go the 
technology-heavy ‘millennial’ route. Lim has something to say 
about that. “It’s a bandwagon. Personally, I wouldn’t want to stay in 
a millennial-style hotel. I like to be pampered,” he says, half in jest. 
Preferences aside, he laments the loss of the human touch in lieu  
of convenience. 

New technology – cue guest room ‘scene’ lighting and facial 
recognition systems – can be beneficial, but it must always be guest 
friendly. The ‘home away from home’ concept, now so commonly 
propagated by hospitality providers, stems from an intrinsic desire 
for comfort and ease of use. These aspects, which are increasingly 
overlooked, are the kinds of things LTW continues to obsess over in 
its orchestration of timeless and original experiences.   

ltwdesignworks.com
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Opposite (top and bottom): The interior of 120x120 Forest (2018), an all-timber prototype prefab residence constructed from hinoki modules with 120x120mm cross-
sectional dimensions. The resulting load-bearing screen creates an effect akin to sunlight filtering through a forest. Photos by Shotaro Kaide, courtesy of KKAA.

As one of Japan’s leading architects, Kengo Kuma now counts over 
250 realised builds both locally and internationally since founding 
his office KKAA in 1990. Kuma is generously collaborative and 
unassumingly meticulous. His calm and relaxed demeanour is a 
delightful contrast to his compact office with over 180 employees in 
Tokyo alone, and another 50-plus in Paris and China. 

His work spans from large museum structures (such as the V&A 
Dundee in Scotland) to small projects such as the Starbucks café he 
created in Taiwan recently from a cluster of reimagined shipping 
containers. His innovative structures are as well known for their 
ingenuity in design and their diversity in natural materials, utilising 
local stone, bamboo, timber and washi (traditional Japanese paper). 

“We start by trying to find the ‘theme material’ for the project – 
the perfect material for the place,” Kuma explains. “I don’t want 
to combine different materials. I try to use only one material that 
will be the protagonist of the project. I don’t start from the shape or 
silhouette of the building, but from which material is best for the 
location.” Kuma has always championed natural materials, and truly 
believes that they have a strong impact and influence on how we feel 
in a space. “Natural materials make us much happier,” he says. 

KKAA’s private residential builds include Water/Cherry (East 
Japan, 2012), a project that employed local sukiya craftspeople to 
execute the interior’s intricate woodwork; and Lake House (East 
Japan, 2011), which utilised a stone in such a way that creates a 
gradation of colour reflecting the natural light and mist of the 
location. The idea was to feel as though you are floating within that 
same lakeside fog. 

As an alternative option to the usual prefabricated residences, 
which are commonly made of plastics such as polyurethane, Kuma 
has completed an all-timber “prototype residence for the future” 
for a Japanese prefabricated housing company known for their 
development of a 120 x 120 module system. To showcase the pureness 
of that system, KKAA used the module for every wall and partition 
of the house but incorporated an additional joint unit into the grid 
screens. He expanded the system as a whole and the result is a light-
filled, harmonious space. Says Kuma, “By adding that small unit, 
we could make the module more dense, creating a more intimate 

interior space. Natural light is filtered by those wooden screens and 
creates an amazing effect.” 

Japan has seen an influx of renovations to existing traditional 
residences through the modernisation of their architecture or the 
creation of additions. Notes Kuma, “I enjoy that kind of renovation 
project. If we can add something to a beautiful existing building, we 
can work together with the existing building – as architects. This is a 
very exciting process – to be able to work with the past architect.” 

He also references traditional Japanese spatial design, drawing 
from the Edo period to the chise homes of the indigenous Japanese 
Ainu people, who would bear the harsh northern winters with 
strategic heat storage and natural energy-saving techniques that 
can be referenced in context today. Kuma details, “To live with doma 
[a traditional earthen floor connecting interior spaces], or use the 
irori [sunken stove] is very exciting for contemporary life. Because 
contemporary life is a kind of export from America in the twentieth 
century, it sometimes doesn’t fit our bodies and our climate in the 
way the irori and doma do.” 

In 2011, Kengo Kuma created an experimental residence in 
Hokkaido in collaboration with architecture students (University 
of Tokyo) that tested built form in cold climates by integrating 
contemporary technological advances with ancient techniques 
such as those from the Ainu people. The same warmth achieved 
from the wood-and-membrane combination at the Memu Meadows 
Experimental House was later applied to an urban residential 
project, Mokumaku House in Niigata. The Memu Meadows house 
endures some of the heaviest snowfall in Japan, but the home’s 
interior warmth is maintained.

With close to 70 per cent of Japan covered by forests, timber 
is abundantly found in Kuma’s designs, and it’s one material he 
encourages fellow architects to use. “I think it is a responsibility 
of Japanese architects to use local wood. Still, the wood is more 
expensive than it would be in Russia or some other countries, but it is 
a small difference and the effect on the Japanese landscape is huge.” 

kkaa.co.jp

Toward Hotels With
A Lighter Footprint

How has the growing desire for sustainable tourism 
affected hotel design? Says Teo Su Seam, “It’s still an 
educational process. Some clients want it but then 
they cannot accept it later because of the look [of 
alternative materials].” The firm starts the discussion 
by specifying local or natural materials as much as 
possible, engaging local economies in the process.

–
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“[Today’s clients] see the value in their own identity.  
They want that now.”

Lim Hong Lian

Opposite: In the lobby of Jumeirah Nanjing, a folktale about a ‘black dragon’ seen across the misty air of Xuanwu Lake is referenced with an eight-storey-high dragon-scale wall and a river of flowing seating. 
Above: Chocolatini Martini Lounge at the Jumeirah Nanjing references a Tang Dynasty poem about autumn. Both images copyright Jumeirah Nanjing.


